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of a situation that at first we had so well in hand. Perhaps just
here a few don'ts will be helpful
Power of Example. First and most important of all, Don't
forget the influence of home atmosphere and example. If this is
what it should be, there will rarely be problems. If baby sees
the older members of the family fussing about their food, hears
them continually remarking about their likes and dislikes, tell-
ing what they "just can't eat," there is no question but that baby
will soon manifest the same critical attitude. But if all mem-
bers, daddy included, eat cheerfully of the dishes served, with a
social interest at the table that does not give the impression that
what one is eating is the most important thing after all, baby
will unconsciously eat his meal in the same way. "And if the
older members follow some definite plan as to the healthfulness
of their eating, it will be easier to influence baby likewise; he
will partake of the general atmosphere of the home.
Mother's Attitude. The mother who is able to maintain or
to arouse a happy emotional attitude in her child toward a par-
ticular food that he should eat has the easiest and most effective
way of solving almost all eating problems. Illustrative of this
point, we quote from Mrs. Alice M. Deist, onetime Health Habit
Instructor of Los Angeles Public Health Association. Says Mrs.
Deist: "Sometimes one finds a toddler who has acquired a strong
aversion to drinking his milk. The cause for this may be one of
many. At some time the milk may have had an unpleasant taste,
or it may have been too warm, or it may be that some adult has
remarked in the child's presence, 'Oh, I just simply can't drink
milk.' Such circumstances as these are very apt to cause de-
cidedly unfavorable reactions to the drinking of milk.
"When such is the case, the mother is forced to find some
means of bringing about a favorable reaction, and the question
arises, How shall she do it? To force a child to drink his milk
while tears drop from his eyes and perhaps into the glass, is a
poor policy indeed, which not only brings about a greater aver-
sion but disturbs the digestive organism as well. Also to let the
child realize that one is seriously concerned about the matter
may stimulate him to continue his antagonism in order to gain
the extra attention he loves so well.

